INTRODUCTION
============

In order to ensure genetic stability, DNA molecules must be evenly distributed among daughter cells after replication. Stable maintenance of bacterial low-copy-number plasmids is ensured by a number of active stabilization loci encoded by the plasmids themselves. These loci can be divided into those that function by killing of plasmid-free segregants ([@B1]) and those that actively segregate plasmid copies to daughter cells at cell division, i.e. partitioning loci (*par*). All known plasmid *par* systems operate by determining the intracellular position of their replicon such that, after replication, plasmid copies are transported to each side of the bacterial septal plane where they remain positioned until cell division takes place. Thus, by actively distributing plasmid molecules to cell progeny, the *par* systems ensure faithful plasmid inheritance throughout the bacterial population ([@B2; @B3; @B4; @B5; @B6]).

In general, partitioning loci encode three elements: (i) centromere-like site(s) in the plasmid DNA, (ii) a protein binding to this site and (iii) an ATPase. The *Escherichia coli* plasmid R1 is a large (100 kb) low-copy-number plasmid with its segregation machinery encoded by the *par* operon ([@B7],[@B8]) composed of *parC*, *ParR* and *parM* ([@B7]). The R1 *par* centromere-like site (*parC*) contains two sets of five 11 bp direct repeats (iterons) separated by a region containing the *par* promoter ([@B9],[@B10]). The iterons serve as operator sequences to which ParR binds and represses the promoter ([@B10],[@B11]). ParR forms dimers in solution and binds to multiple sites in the *parC* region in a cooperative manner ([@B12]). Binding of ParR to *parC* serves to autoregulate expression of the *par* genes as well as to form a nucleoprotein complex for partitioning ([@B9],[@B10]). *parM* encodes an actin-like ATPase which assembles into dynamically unstable bipolar filaments ([@B13; @B14; @B15; @B16]). The ParM protein interacts with the *parC*/ParR complex which stabilizes its filament ends ([@B16]). *parC*, ParR and ParM are sufficient to form a bipolar DNA-segregating spindle granting plasmid partitioning ([@B8],[@B16],[@B17]).

In eukaryotes (with the exception of *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*), centromere DNA is formed by multi-fold repeats of satellite DNA. Cloned satellite monomers from higher eukaryotes ([@B18],[@B19]) including humans ([@B19],[@B20]) as well as yeast centromeric DNA (*S. cerevisiae*; ([@B21])) exhibit anomalously slow migration in polyacrylamide gels indicative of DNA curvature ([@B22; @B23; @B24; @B25]). Recently, we showed that also *parC* is strongly curved ([@B26]). The curvature of the *parC* sequence might support the multiple ParR binding to *parC* and might result in a folded shape of the DNA--protein complex also in bacteria. We thus studied the globular shape of the *parC*/ParR complex by atomic force microscopy (AFM). We identified the ParR multimers binding to the two sets of 5-fold repeated iterons in the *parC* sequence. The protein--DNA complex showed a U-shape folded, but not higher order globular, structure.

The mechanisms of low-copy-number plasmid pairing are still unclear. It is widely assumed that the elements to be partitioned pair before they proceed towards opposite poles of a dividing cell ([@B27],[@B28]). Here we show that linear *parC* and ParR of plasmid R1 do not show pairing *in vitro*.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Bacterial strains and growth conditions
---------------------------------------

The *E. coli* strain DH5α was used for cloning, construction of vectors and for protein expression. Strain *E. coli* K12 J53 carrying plasmid R1drd19 was purchased from the DSMZ (German collection of microorganisms and cell cultures, Braunschweig, Germany). The strains were cultivated in LB medium (37°C, 200 r.p.m.) or on LB agar plates. If necessary, the media were supplemented with the appropriate antibiotics ([@B29]).

Cloning, expression and purification of ParR
--------------------------------------------

DNA cloning procedures were performed using standard methods ([@B29]). The coding region of ParR was amplified from plasmid R1drd19 by PCR using as KasI restriction site introducing upstream primer (ParR f) 5′-GGCGCCTGATGATGGACAAGCGCAGAA-3′ and as XhoI restriction site indroducing downstream primer (ParR r) 5′-CTCGAGTTAATTTATTAGCTTCATCGC-3′. The blunt end PCR product was cloned into pCR 4Blunt-TOPO (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) resulting in vector pTOPO-ParR. After verification of the correct DNA sequence pTOPO-ParR was digested by KasI--XhoI. The 362 bp fragment containing the ParR-coding region was cloned into the 3220 bp KasI--XhoI fragment of plasmid pASK-IBA7+ (IBA, Göttingen, Germany). The resulting plasmid pASK7+ParR harboured the promoter P*tet* controlled *ParR* gene fused to an upstream located Strep-tag-II-Xa coding region.

One hundred and fifty millilitre LB medium was inoculated with 3 ml of a DH5α (pASK7+ParR) overnight culture. After 7 h of cultivation on a rotary shaker (220 r.p.m., 28°C) protein expression was induced by addition of anhydrotetracycline (atc) to a final concentration of 0.2 µg/ml. After further 18 h of cultivation, cells were collected by centrifugation (10 000 *g*, 4°C), washed twice in lysis buffer (Tris--HCl 100 mM, NaCl 150 mM, EDTA 1 mM, PMSF 0.2 mM, pH 8.0), resuspended in 2.5 ml lysis buffer and subsequently disrupted by two French press passages (20 000 psi). After two centrifugation steps of the crude extract (20 min at 30 000 *g* and 1 h at 150 000 *g*, 4°C), the final supernatant was applied four times to a 2 ml Strep-Tactin affinity column (IBA) equilibrated with lysis buffer for purification of ParR ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The column was washed with 60 ml lysis buffer and eluted four times with 3 ml elution buffer (Tris--HCl 100 mM, NaCl 150 mM, EDTA 1 mM, desthiobiotin 2.5 mM, pH 8.0). Eluate 2 contained almost pure ParR (2 mg/ml). The purified ParR was stored in elution buffer at −20°C. For binding experiments, ParR was dialysed against binding buffer B (Tris--HCl 10 mM, KCl 50 mM, EDTA 1 mM, DTT 1 mM, 0.02% Nonidet P40, pH 7.8) and centrifuged for 1 h at 150 000 *g*. Figure 1.Purification of ParR with Strep-tag Strep-tactin. Coomassie-blue stained SDS--PAGE (17%) of centrifugated crude extract applied to the Strep-tactin column (lane 1), flow through (lane 2), first wash (lane 3) and second eluted fraction (lane 4). Equal volumes of each sample were applied. This allows a direct comparison of the intensities of the stained proteins in the individual lanes.

To verify the data obtained with ParR fused to the Strep-tag, the tag was removed by Factor Xa treatment. ParR was dialysed against a modified Xa buffer (Tris--HCl 50 mM, NaCl 100 mM, Ca~2~Cl 5 mM, 10% glycerol, pH 8.0) and incubated with factor Xa (Novagen, Madison, USA) at a final concentration of 80 U/ml according to manufacturer\'s instructions for 48 h at 27°C. After dialysis against lysis buffer and inactivation of Xa by EDTA and PMSF, the reaction mix was applied to a Strep-Tactin column in order to remove Strep-tag fused ParR. The flow through containing ParR and inactivated Xa was dialysed against buffer B and used for further experiments.

Western blot analysis of the various pellet and supernatant fractions obtained during extract preparation and purification revealed that by far the majority of the expressed protein was located in a soluble form in the high speed supernatant (150 000 *g*).

The expression of a Gst-ParR fusion protein did not result in sufficient material for purification and further analysis.

Protein methods
---------------

Proteins of cultures, washed cells, crude extracts, supernatant and pellet fractions were separated by SDS--PAGE (17%) and visualized by Coomassie brilliant blue. For western blot analysis, the gels were electroblotted to polyvinylidene difluoride membranes (Millipore, Bedford, MA, USA). For detection, we used Strep-Tactin conjugated to alkaline phosphatase (IBA) according to the manufacturer\'s instructions. Proteins were determined by the method of Bradford or were analysed by UV spectroscopy at 280 nm using a calculated molar extinction coefficient of 7210 (±5%).

Preparation of the *parC* containing DNA
----------------------------------------

For activity assays of the ParR preparations and for AFM analysis of the *parC*/ParR complex, we used a 470 bp BspHI fragment of the pKG330 plasmid asymmetrically carrying the 159 bp *parC* region ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} in (26)). After BspHI restriction, the 470 bp fragment was separated by agarose gel electrophoresis (1% agarose in TAE buffer), purified by gel extraction (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) and ethanol precipitation and dissolved to a final concentration of 0.2 µg/µl in TE buffer. Figure 2.AFM of the *parC*/ParR complexes. (**A**) Representative overview scanned in air. (**B** and **C**) Single complexes in air. (**D**) Single complex in fluid. (**E**) Single complex in fluid with just one protein complex. (**F** and **G**) Single naked DNA fragments in fluid. Left height scale for A--C: 0 nm (yellow)--4 nm (blue); right height scale for D--G: 0 nm (yellow)--8 nm (blue). The length scale is given for each picture by a bar with its length indicated. White circles connected by dashed white lines in C and F represent those positions on the fragments located in a distance of 40 nm from the tips of the DNA arms.

ParR activity assay
-------------------

ParR activity, i.e. binding of ParR to *parC*, was determined by gel retardation ([@B12]). A total of 0.5 µg of the *parC* containing 470 bp BspHI fragment were phosphorylated by terminal transferase according to manufacturer\'s instructions (NEB, MA, USA) using 60 µCi α-ddATP (3000 Ci/mmol; Amersham Buchler, Buckinghamshire, UK), purified using minielute columns (Qiagen) and resuspended in H~2~O. ^32^P-labelled DNA (2 nM) was incubated with purified ParR (1--1000 nM) for 30 min at room temperature in buffer B. After addition of glycerol to a final concentration of 5%, 10 µl of the sample was loaded on a native 6% polyacrylamide gel (29:1 acrylamide:bisacrylamide; Bio-Rad, USA). Gels were pre-run for ∼3 h until current and temperature remained constant. Electrophoresis was carried out in 1 × TBE (90 mM Tris--borate, 2 mM Na-EDTA, pH 8.0) at 150 V (8 mA) for ∼4 h at room temperature. After the runs, the gels were dried and analysed by phosphoimaging (Storm, USA).

Sample preparation for AFM
--------------------------

Freshly cleaved mica was functionalized with poly-[l]{.smallcaps}-lysine (PL, Sigma, Deisenhofen, Germany) to support a secure immobilization of the DNA for the AFM measurements ([@B30]). This was done by incubating the mica disc with 30 µl of a 5--10 µg/ml solution of PL and subsequent washing with 4 ml of Millipore water and drying under a nitrogen stream. Then, the 470-bp long *parC* containing fragments were mixed with ParR in 10 µl buffer B to final concentrations of 0.33 µM and up to 20 µM of *parC* and ParR, respectively. If not stated otherwise, experiments were carried out with ParR concentrations of 10 µM. After 15--30 min, the mixture was diluted 30-fold in buffer B and 30 µl of this dilution was immediately placed on the PL-mica. This preparation was used directly for scanning in liquid. For scanning in air, the mica was rinsed carefully with 2 ml of Millipore water after an incubation with the mixture for 1 min and blown dry.

AFM measurements
----------------

AFM measurements were done using a Multimode™ (IIIa, Veeco Instruments, Woodbury, New York, USA) operated in tapping mode essentially as described ([@B30]). Dried samples were scanned with etched silicon probes (type NHC, Nanosensors, Neuchatel, Switzerland) at drive frequencies of 280--320 kHz and set point of 2.0--2.2 V. Samples in liquid were scanned with sharpened silicon nitride probes (type NP-S) at drive frequencies of 8.0--9.5 kHz and set points of 0.4--0.5 V. Fields of 1 × 1 to 3 × 3 µm were scanned at line rates of 1--2 Hz and resolution of 512 × 512 pixels. The shape of the used tip is specified by the tip end curvature (lower limit of end radius 10 nm) and the tip opening angle (\<35°; Veeco Instruments).

Image analysis
--------------

AFM images were flattened and 20 × 20 nm zooms of individual complexes for subsequent analyses were prepared using the Nanoscope IIIa software (version 5.12r3, Veeco Instruments). Heights of naked DNA and of protein complexes bound to DNA were measured using the section analysis tool of the same software package. All other measurements were done with the program ImageJ (version 1.36b, National Institute of Health, Bethesda, USA). To measure the lengths of naked DNA fragments and of DNA complexed with ParR, contours were traced using the freehand line tool. To determine the bending angle of the central DNA region connecting the two ParR complexes, we used the angle tool.

RESULTS
=======

The *parC* fragment is 159 bp in length and organized in two regions each containing a 5-fold repeated sequence motif of 11 bp length with a central intervening region of 39 bp containing the *par* promoter ([@B12]). The full *parC* sequence containing the 10 repeats (iterons) is strongly curved ([@B26]). This curvature might support ParR binding and the complex formed might show a folded globular shape ([@B28]). We studied the *parC*/ParR complex by AFM in order to elucidate the structure of the complex formed only by linearized *parC* and purified ParR with samples neither fixed by cross-linking nor stained by contrasting agents. Using AFM with molecular samples under buffer is one of the most gentle methods to visualize macromolecules.

The *parC* fragment had originally been cloned into the plasmid pKG330 ([@B7]). Those parts of the plasmid relevant for complex analysis were verified by sequencing. The gene of the *parC*-binding protein ParR was amplified by PCR using plasmid R1drd19 as template and the sequence was verified. ParR was expressed as a Strep-tag fusion protein in *E. coli* and purified to close homogeneity by affinity chromatography as shown by SDS--polyacrylamide gelelectrophoresis (PAGE) in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} (lane 4). The purified fusion protein migrated in the gel according to its molecular weight of 15 kDa. In addition, specific recognition of the purified fusion protein by alkaline phosphatase conjugated Strep-Tactin revealed one single protein band of the expected size (data not shown). The binding activity of ParR to *parC* was studied in a gel shift experiment. The 470-bp long *parC* fragment (obtained by digestion of pKG330 with BspH1) was ^32^P labelled at its ends. This DNA was incubated with the purified Strep-tag ParR fusion protein or, alternatively, with the pure ParR released from its Strep fusion partner by endoproteinase Xa treatment. In both cases, with and without Strep-tag, ParR caused a band shift of *parC* in PAGE. The binding properties obtained for the ParR Strep-tag fusion protein and for ParR without tag were similar, both in agreement with published data ([@B12]) (data not shown). Thus, the cloned protein is functionally active.

We analysed *parC* DNA without bound ParR on the AFM surface, which was scanned either directly in the binding buffer ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}F and G, insert [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) or after air drying. In both cases, the DNA molecules could be clearly identified. The DNA diameter was measured in buffer by analysing the peak height. The average of 42 measurements revealed a DNA diameter of 1.6 nm. This value is 80% of the expected value of 2.0 nm, a reduction arising from interactions between sample and the AFM tip. Previously, a DNA diameter of 1.14 nm was measured for DNA under fluid ([@B31]). The measured fragment lengths (159.1 ± 4 nm under fluid, 159.4 ± 4 nm in air) agree perfectly with the expected value (157.5 nm) for a 470 bp DNA with a rise per base pair of 0.335 nm.

The ParR protein was incubated with *parC* in a molar ratio of 30:1 up to 60:1 and deposited on the PL--mica. Under these conditions, most of the *parC* DNA molecules are bound by ParR multimers ([@B12]). We were not able to analyse by AFM complexes incubated with ratios larger than 60:1 due to the high background caused by unbound protein. The DNA molecules with bound proteins could be clearly identified on the surface images ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A--E). Mainly we observed two separate binding peaks of spindle-like shape indicating that ParR forms two distinct complexes along the *parC* site. In a few cases, the DNA carried only one such binding peak indicating that the two iteron repeats are loaded with ParR independently from each other. Already a visual inspection of the images suggested that the two ParR deposits were located at specific positions on the DNA fragments as expected for specific binding of ParR to the two *parC* iterons (see subsequently). The size of the ParR complexes was analysed in buffer by measuring the heights, lengths and widths of 61 complexes. For the analyses of length and width, it was necessary to compensate the systemic distortions introduced by the finite width of the AFM tip. We estimated this systemic distortion according to the differences between the measured height (1.6 nm) of the cylindrical DNA (observed heights should be independent of the tip geometry) and the corresponding width (7.1 nm), resulting in a correction value of 5.5 nm. The apparent widening depends on the tip shape (specified by the end radius of curvature and tip opening angle) and the height and shape of the scanned object itself. The heights of DNA and protein were smaller than the tip end radius of curvature to an amount that the opening angle can be neglected. Taking into account the tip geometry, the correction value for the width of the protein complexes is ∼1.5 times the DNA value (8.3 nm). For the complex length, measured along the complex contour, we assume the correction value of 5.5 nm, since the height step between DNA and protein complex is roughly the same as the step between surface and DNA. On average, the complexes were 3.5 nm high, 18.3 nm long (after subtraction of the correction value 5.5 nm) and 6.9 nm (after correction of 8.3 nm) or 9.4 nm (after correction of 5.5 nm) wide. A correction of the peak height according to data of Bussiek *et al.* ([@B32],[@B33]) would increase the height value from 3.5 to 4.3 nm. Assuming an ellipsoidal shape, the volume of one protein complex (*V* = 4*πabc*/3) is, after subtraction of the DNA volume (35 nm^3^), 190--340 nm^3^. The estimated size of the complexes clearly indicates that they contain more than one ParR molecule. When calculating the theoretical molecular volume of ParR according to protein density values ([@B34]), we obtained 7 to 12 ParR molecules in one complex. This rough estimate agrees with data of Møller-Jensen *et al.* ([@B12]) and suggests that each of the five iterons in one complex can bind about one ParR dimer.

Due to ParR binding, the DNA--protein complex displayed a folded U-shaped overall structure on the scanning surface. We analysed several aspects of this complex. First, we determined the position of the ParR complexes on the DNA in order to learn whether the ParR complexes were formed specifically at the two 5-fold repeated iteron regions on *parC*. These iterons are asymmetrically positioned on the 470 bp DNA fragment resulting in a short and a long unbound DNA end region. For a large number of complexes (∼300), we determined the distances between the centres of the ParR protein peaks and the ends of the respective nearest DNA arm along the DNA contours. As a result, we obtained two clear maxima at distances of 49.8 ± 2.5 nm and 73.1 ± 3.7 nm ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The resulting positions were almost identical for measurements under fluid (82 complexes analysed) and in air (203 complexes analysed) ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The measured distances match the positions of the two iteron repeats within the *parC* containing DNA fragment ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The position of the complex centre close to the short DNA arm seems to be located asymmetrically within the iteron repeats, however considering the experimental variance (2.5 nm) it still covers the iteron repeat. Moreover, the length of the complexes (corrected value is 18.3 nm) covered the whole length of a single 5-fold iteron repeat (18.4 nm, [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, ParR specifically binds the two iteron regions. We obtained the same result (i.e. two independent ParR protein peaks on the *parC* DNA fragment) also at a different buffer condition (HEPES buffer, data not shown). Figure 3.Distances of complex centres to nearest DNA ends. Results of AFM analysis of *parC*/ParR complexes in air and in fluid. For the short DNA arm are shown: (i) the distances of the complex centres to the nearest DNA ends (red circles) measured in air, (ii) the corresponding Gaussian fit as red solid line, (iii) the distances of the complex centres to the nearest DNA end (blue circles) measured in fluid and (iv) the Gaussian fit of these values as blue solid line. The data for the long DNA arm are presented as follows: (i) in air measured values are represented by green squares and (ii) the Gaussian fit is shown by the green solid line, (iii) the data obtained in fluid are symbolized by black squares, whereas (iv) the corresponding Gaussian fit is shown by the black solid line. Insert shows a single *parC*/ParR complex with two ParR complex centres scanned in air. White dashed lines indicate the DNA contour for the distance measurements. Figure 4.Localization of the complex centres. Shown is a summary of the AFM analyses in air. Black line, pKG330 DNA; grey line, *parC* site; transparent red boxes, regions of iteron repeats; green circles position of ParR complex centres in *parC*; blue box, protein-free region; dashed arrows, distances from the ParR complex centres to the tips of the nearest DNA arms; transparent yellow ovals, average size and positions of the ParR complexes. The *parC* sequence is shown at the bottom. Iteron repeats are underlined, the region between the iteron boxes is in blue font, and the regions of complex centres are marked in bold letters. Distances between the ends of fragments and centres of ParR complexes were measured (nm) while the lengths of flanking regions result from DNA sequences. The relationship between bp and nm length is given by the rise per base pair of 0.335 nm. Figure 5.Comparison of lengths of naked DNA and *parC*/ParR complexes. The data result from the AFM analyses in fluid. The measured length values are symbolized by blue squares for the naked DNA and by red circles for the *parC*/ParR complexes. The Gaussian fits of these data are shown by lines in the corresponding colours. Insert shows a single naked DNA molecule resulting from a scan in fluid in the absence of ParR. White dashed line indicates the DNA contour for the distance measurements.

We then analysed the length of the DNA fragments with bound ParR to detect any folding of the DNA within the two complexes. DNA folding in one or both ParR complexes would result in an apparent shortening of the complexed fragments. In contrast to this situation, the ParR complexed *parC* fragment length was determined to be 157.7 ± 3.9 nm ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) almost identical to the length of the naked DNA. Imaging under fluid and after air drying consistantly gave the same result (data not shown). We thus conclude that the DNA within a single complex with ParR keeps its linear path and is neither stretched nor compacted.

A visual inspection of the AFM images ([Figures 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A--E and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} (insert)) reveals that the entire complex consisting of DNA and the two ParR complexes has a hinge-like folded conformation, in such a way that the two ParR complex ends tend to point in the same direction. The structures were characterized quantitatively as follows: we connected the entry and exit points of the DNA for each ParR complex by straight lines and defined the bending angle as the angle between these two lines (see insert of [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). We chose that angle which is close to zero for straight ParR-bound *parC* DNA and which becomes ∼180° when the DNA folds back ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). We analysed 209 DNA fragments (49 under fluid, 160 under air) each bound by two ParR complexes, and determined the bending angle. We obtained a broad maximum of the bending angle centred at ∼150°, for data measured under fluid as well as air ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). This indicates a U-shaped closely folded complex structure for the *parC*/ParR complex. A more close inspection of the broad maximum displayed a hint that the bending angle shows two distinct maxima at ∼130 and 170°. An additional extensive experimental analysis would be required to prove the existence of two maxima. Figure 6.Analysis of bending angles in *parC*/ParR complexes. The stacked bars chart shows the distribution of bending angles analysed in fluid (dark green bars) and in air (bright green bars). Insert left, example for a complex in fluid with strong bending and large bending angle; insert right, example for a complex in fluid with weak bending and small bending angle.

In order to compare *parC* curvature with *parC*/ParR complex folding, we analysed the point-to-point distances of two defined locations on the linear DNA. For both types of DNA, *parC* in complex with ParR as well as free *parC*, we defined the two positions in a distance of 40 nm from each of the two ends of the DNA arms ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C and F). Forty nanometre is the distance from the tip of the short DNA arm to the nearest ParR complex ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The distance between the two points within one complex reflects the strength of bending, a short distance relates to strong bending while a longer distance corresponds to weak or no bending/curvature. The mean point-to-point distance for naked *parC* was 43 nm (21 molecules analysed). This value was reduced to 23 nm when *parC* was bound to ParR (25 molecules analysed). The calculated length of the straight DNA connecting both points is 77 nm. Thus, ParR binding considerably bends *parC* beyond its intrinsic curvature.

In most *parC*/ParR complexes (we only observed a few exceptions as mentioned above), we observed two independent ParR peaks well separated on the DNA and positioned on the two 5-fold iteron repeats. We never observed dimerized ParR complexes on one *parC* DNA molecule (intramolecular) nor a dimerization between ParR complexes bound to two different *parC* DNA molecules (intermolecular). When adding glutaraldehyde to the complexation conditions, however, we noticed protein aggregation (data not shown).

DISCUSSION
==========

Cell division must guarantee that both daughter cells will be equipped with the full set of essential genes. When the DNA is present in only a single copy or in very low copy numbers, statistical distribution of the DNA might result in genetically defective daughter cells. In order to avoid this catastrophe, cells contain active segregation machineries that grant proper DNA distribution into the daughter cells. In principle, these multiprotein--DNA complexes contain three elements: (i) a DNA localization site ('centromere'), (ii) single or many proteins recognizing this site and (iii) a force transmission element (mostly a filament). Eukaryotes contain very complex segregation machineries (kinetochores), and since here the genome is distributed over several chromosomes, segregation has to be tightly controlled which seems not to be required in prokaryotes. Since often large amounts of DNA have to be moved through viscous cellular plasma, strong complex binding is required which can be realized by many binding contacts. Consistent with this idea, kinetochores/centromeres are multiprotein--DNA complexes forming many protein--DNA contacts, with the centromeres offering preferred binding sites by being curved ([@B21],[@B26]). These centromeric nucleosomes are particularly stable ([@B20],[@B35],[@B36]). Prokaryotic segregation systems were described for low-copy-number plasmids. However, par systems are also found for bacterial chromosomes ([@B37]) although bacterial chromosome segregation seems to be mediated by multiple, overlapping or redundant mechanisms ([@B38]). We speculated, whether the prokaryotic, as the eukaryotic, centromeres also form globularly folded structures with their segregation proteins.

The *E. coli* low-copy-number plasmid R1 actively regulates its own segregation by its centromere site *parC*, its segregation protein ParR and the filament forming protein ParM ([@B10]). ParR binds to two sets of 5-fold repeated iterons separated on *parC* by 39 bp containing the *par* promoter ([@B9],[@B10]). ParM binds to the *parC*/ParR complex, forms long stable bipolar bundles and pushes the R1 centromere to the new location ([@B16]). Applying AFM, we showed here that about 7 to 12 ParR molecules bind to each of the two 5-fold repeated iterons separately (i.e. about one ParR dimer per single 11 bp iteron) with the connecting *par* promoter sequence unbound by ParR. The protein peak centre is located close to the middle of the 5-fold repeated iteron region and the two protein complexes on *parC* do not complex with each other. The measured DNA fragment lengths were in perfect agreement with expectations for B-DNA and the contour measurements indicated that each of the two *parC* 5-fold interon DNA stretches is not compacted or shortened in its complex with ParR (in agreement with electron microscopy data of Jensen *et al.* ([@B28])). However, the overall *parC*/ParR complex with both 5-fold iterons bound by ParR forms a folded structure: the linear DNA folds back on itself nearly completely well beyond the intrinsic *parC* curvature, including an angle of ∼150°. This can easily be explained by the joint influences of *parC* curvature together with ParR DNA bending: ParR bending in phase with the DNA curvature would result in a strong overall folding angle, a non-perfect phasing in a reduced angle. ParR-binding modes with slightly different phasing would be consistent with the indication for two folding angles ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). The functional link between curvature, binding preference and additional protein bending is difficult to analyse since modified (straight) DNA would serve as control. Straight DNA, however, would be designed by chemical or sequence modification that is expected to affect protein binding.

U-shaped structures had already been detected for the *parC*/ParR complex by electron microscopy ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B in Jensen *et al.* ([@B28])). This structure would show an increased circularization efficiency over linear *parC* DNA and would be even further compacted by supercoiling, in agreement with experimental data ([@B28]). Our analysis resulted in a *parC*/ParR complex description of high spatial resolution. We identified the ParR binding position well within each of the two 5-fold iterons. We determined the binding location and complex structure under different buffer conditions, in liquid under buffer as well as dried under air. These high-resolution data are necessary for being able to compare the binding modes of the different par systems in detail and to deduce mechanisms for par function.

In our experiments using linear DNA, we did not observe any *parC* dimer formation mediated by ParR binding. This result is in agreement with gel shift data of Møller-Jensen *et al.* ([@B12]). However, Jensen *et al.* ([@B28]) observed some dimer formation for linear *parC* complexed with ParR. We applied higher amounts of molecules in smaller volumes compared to that study and analysed protein to DNA ratios up to 60:1 at the lower limit of those ratios (50:1 up to 500:1) applied by these authors. This dimer formation of linear DNA observed by Jensen *et al.* ([@B28]) might be due to their application of the fixation agent glutaraldehyde; in the presence of glutaraldehyde, we also detected protein aggregation. Strong dimer formation was observed by Jensen *et al.* ([@B28]) for superhelical *parC* as well as in the presence of ParM in addition to ParR, experimental conditions not studied here. Plasmid pairing is assumed to contribute to the DNA segregation mechanism ([@B10],[@B39; @B40; @B41; @B42]) and it would be important to identify those molecules which are responsible for this function. Experimental evidence for the pairing hypothesis however is weak ([@B40]). Our data indicate that under our experimental conditions, plasmid pairing is not induced by linear *parC* and ParR alone, nevertheless, it might be induced by ParM and/or other factors.

Other bacterial low-copy-number plasmid segregation systems show similar properties. The P1 *E. coli* low-copy-number plasmid partition module contains the centromeric region *parS* which is recognized by ParB ([@B6],[@B41],[@B43; @B44; @B45]). The *parS* centromere itself is intrinsically curved (our unpublished data) and consists of two arms that harbour non-symmetrical hexamer and heptamer DNA motifs, separated by a central binding site for the *E. coli* integration host factor (IHF) protein ([@B46; @B47; @B48; @B49]). ParB is a bifunctional DNA-binding protein that recognizes both hexamer and heptamer boxes ([@B46],[@B47],[@B49]). IHF binding induces a pronounced bend in *parS* (by ∼180° ([@B50],[@B51])), thereby positioning the ParB binding sites in the two arms ([@B46],[@B47],[@B52],[@B53]). IHF-mediated bending of *parS* can be mimicked in part by an intrinsic DNA curvature that maintains the correct helical phasing of the arms resulting in ∼30% remaining biological activity ([@B47]). Thus, principally IHF is an architectural bending element in the *parS* segrosome. The specific P1 segrosome topology formed by *parS*, IHF and ParB in turn recruits ParA. Parallel to IHF function, *parC* is strongly curved, however, instead of ParB-binding site bridging we observed no interaction between the two ParR-binding complexes. One could speculate that, if bridging is necessary for segrosome function, this scope might be performed by ParM or another, yet unknown, plasmid or host protein. This was recently discussed for the F plasmid segregation system ([@B54]). Also the *Enterococcus faecium* segrosome, the *cenE*/PrgO complex, shows striking similarities ([@B55]): the centromere of the *E. faecium* plasmid is organized into two 7-fold DNA repeat blocks containing dTATA sequences, separated by a 26 bp intervening sequence, and displays DNA curvature to a similar amount as yeast (*S. cerevisiae*) centromeres ([@B21]), however smaller than the curvature of *parC* ([@B26]). The segregation protein PrgO binds independently to the two DNA dTATA repeats ([@B55]). The *E. faecium* segregation complex, however, remains rather straight and does not fold back on itself into a U-shaped form as *parC*/ParR and *parS*/IHF/ParB. As *parC*/ParR, also the *E. faecium cenE*/PrgO complex shows no dimerization, neither inter- nor intramolecular ([@B55]). Again, if stabilization of a folded back architecture would be necessary for segrosome function, this might be performed by either the ParA homologue, PrgP, or another, yet unknown, plasmid or host protein. This leads to the speculation that the partition complexes might have a similar overall structural organization and, at least in part, common functional properties. It will be interesting to analyse if these similar elements are of a general nature.
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